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VATA, PITTA, KAPHA DOSHA QUIZ

What’s your dosha quotient? Tick off what applies- one from each row, then add all the ticks under one 
column and add the total. This will give a fair idea of what dosha is dominating in your constitution. As 
VPK varies with age, diseases and environment, it can vary a bit. However, it still gives a fair idea of the 
energies dominating your body-mental frame. You need to reflect on the qualities that existed when you 
were young and most healthy.

VATA PITTA KAPHA

BODY FRAME thin built/lean medium frame well built body

TYPE OF HAIR dry with split ends normal, fine and 
tendency for hair fall

greasy, heavy

COLOUR OF HAIR pale (lightest brown) medium (reddish/brown) dark (black)

SKIN dry / rough soft, sweaty and prone 
to acne

moist/greasy

COMPLEXION dark due reddish hue glowing/white

BODY WEIGHT low, difficult to gain 
weight

medium - can gain and 
lose weight

overweight, difficult to 
lose weight

NAILS dark, small, brittle reddish, small pink, big, smooth

SIZE & COLOUR OF 
TEETH

very big or small, 
irregular and blackish

medium sized, yellowish large, shiny white

PACE OF 
PERFORMING WORK

fast, always in a hurry medium energetic slow and steady pace

MENTAL ACTIVITY quick and restless smart intellect, 
agressive

calm and stable

GRASPING POWER / 
LEARNING 
CHARACTERISTICS

grasps quickly, 
forgets quickly

grasps quickly and 
deeply, retains memory 

takes time to 
understand, remembers 
forever

MEMORY short term bad good memory long term best

SLEEP PATTERN interrupted sleep, hard 
to sleep quickly

moderate - sometimes 
get up  at night

easily sleeps, likes to 
sleep in

INTOLERANCE TO 
WEATHER

aversion to cold aversion to heat aversion to clammy 
(cold and wet) weather

REACTING UNDER 
STRESS

anxiety, worry, irritability anger, aggression calm, reclusive, 
sometimes depressive

MOOD PATTERN changes quickly, mood 
swings

changes slowly stable, constant
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EATING HABITS eats quickly without 
chewing

eats at moderate speed chews food properly

HUNGER irregular, any time sudden hunger pangs, 
sharp hunger

can skip any meal easily

BODY TEMPERATURE less than normal, hands 
and feet are cold

more than normal, face 
and forehead hot

normal hands and feet, 
or slightly cold

JOINTS weak, noise on 
movement

healthy with optimal 
strength

heavy weight bearing

NATURE timid, jealous egoistic, fearless forgiving, grateful, not 
greedy

BODY ENERGY becomes low in the 
evening, fatigue after 
less work

medium, tired after 
moderate work

excellent energy 
throughout the day, not 
easily fatigued

EYEBALL unsteady, fast moving moving slowly steady

QUALITY OF VOICE rough with broken 
words

fast, commanding soft and deep

DREAMS sky, wind, flying objects 
and confusion

fire, light, bright colours, 
violence

water, pools, gardens, 
good relationships

SOCIAL RELATIONS less friends, likes 
solitude

good number of friends loves to socialize - 
many friends

WEALTH spends without thinking 
much

saves, but spends on 
valuable things

prefers more savings

BOWEL MOVEMENTS dry, hard, blackish, 
scanty stool

soft, yellow, loose stool heavy, thick, sticky stool

TOTAL = V P K

VATA PITTA KAPHA
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